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beauty. It actually prevents a deeper searching of the
problem, since it always looks away from the evil, the
ugly, and the difficult, and aims at enjoyment, even though
it be of a noble kind. ^Esthetism, therefore, lacks all
moral motive power, because au fond it is still only refined
hedonism. Schiller is indeed at some pains to introduce
an unconditional moral motive, but without any convincing
success; since, just because of his aesthetic attitude, it is
impossible for him to perceive the kind of consequences
which a recognition of the other side of human nature
would entail. For the conflict which thereby arises involves
such a confusion and suffering for the individual, that,
although in the most favourable cases his vision of the
beautiful may enable him persistently to repress its opposite,
lie does not thereby escape from it; so that, even at the
best, the old condition is once more established. In order
to help a man but- of this conflict, an attitude other than
the aesthetic is needed. This is revealed nowhere more
clearly than in this parallel with the ideas of the East
The Indian religious philosophy has apprehended this
problem to its very depth and has demonstrated what
category of remedies is needed to render a solution of the
conflict possible, For its achievement the highest moral
effort, the greatest self-denial and sacrifice, the most
intense religious earnestness and saintliness, are needed.
Schopenhauer, with every regard for the aesthetic, has
most definitely brought out just this aspect of the problem.
We must not, however, imagine that the words 'aesthetic/
'beauty/ etc., called up the same associations for Schiller
as they do for us. Indeed, I am not putting it too stongly
when I affirm that for Schiller' beauty * was a religious ideal
Beauty was his religion. His "aesthetic disposition'' might
equally well be rendered "religious devotion." Without
definitely expressing anything of the sort, and without
explicitly describing his central problem as a religious one,

